


WHAT TO DO WHEN YOUR GYM CLOSES FOR

CORONAVIRUS
Businesses are shutting down left and right.

People are buying toilet paper like never before.

Everyone seems to be having an absolute meltdown.

To make it worse, your gym just shut down until the storm passes.

What do you do now?

Coronavirus is disrupting the way we normally live our lives. In my eyes, that’s ok. We’re a 
little too busy worrying about being busy, anyway. We could use some down time.
But for those of us that like to be active and take care of our health, the thought of being 
cooped up in the house without a gym haven to retreat to is absolutely horrifying. We need 
to workout!

In this article we’ll discuss what you can do to remain active and maintain your progress in 
the midst of the Coronavirus.

to do item #1: stay active

If you live a relatively sedentary life and you work from a desk, it will be relatively easy to 
maintain your current activity levels outside of your formal workouts. If you are a trainer, 
construction worker, or move a lot for whatever job you may have, keeping things the 
same while at home will be a challenge, but you can combat it.

The one thing that will be important during this time is keeping active. You can do this by 
focusing on your daily steps. Sure, your city or town may be temporarily shut down, but 
that doesn’t mean you are. Go outside, get steps in, and give your body some vitamin D. 
It will keep your calorie burn higher, and help your immune system thrive. You can even 
complete tasks around the house that have been neglected for weeks. Do your laundry, get 
rid of clutter, vacuum, reorganize the cabinets, etc. Doing household chores is an easy way 
to increase your steps and keep some activity in your life.

If you have a wearable (FitBit, Apple Watch, Garmin, etc.) and you know your average daily 
steps, aim to keep that average or increase it. It will be tempting to use the lockdown as a 
time to binge Netflix and be lazy.

Don’t.

Your body needs to be able to burn some calories, and you can make that happen by 
keeping your steps high.
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to do item #2: workout

For those of you that have a home gym, this step will be easy. For those that don’t, you 
need to take advantage of the value that a good set of bands and a couple of dumbbells 
will bring. If you don’t have bands, get them now. Order them off Amazon, or head to a 
local store if it’s still open. I recommend RubberBanditz. You can find a pair of dumbbells at 
most sporting goods stores.

Using bands and dumbbells will help you apply resistance to your workouts, in order to 
keep the progress you’ve worked so hard for in the gym. If you’ve been weight training up 
to this point (and you should be), this can help your body receive the muscle building and 
strength building effects that your body has been exposed to from traditional weights in 
the gym.

Bands won’t have the same exact resistance that the weights do, but if bands are 
something you’re not used to, you may even see more progress from your at-home band 
workouts.

Using a set of bands will require you to get creative. You may not be able to perform the 
same exercises and movements because you don’t have the same equipment available, 
and that’s ok. When my clients are away from a gym for an extended period of time, the 
band workouts I assign them help them change things up and continue to progress.

I generally recommend full body band workouts 3-5 times per week depending on what 
you have been used to doing in the gym. The goal with the band workout isn’t to kick 
your ass, or make you so sore you can’t walk the next day. No workout should have that 
intention. The idea behind the bands is to keep your muscle-building and strength-building 
signal active while you are away from the gym.

Below are a couple of example workouts that I recommend you do while you’re away from 
the gym:

Full Body Band/Dumbbell Workout #1
• Intent: Feel the muscles work, build strength.
• Tempo: Slow and controlled. 3 seconds on the way up, 3 seconds on the way down of each rep.
• Sets: 3-4
• Reps: 8-12
• Rest Between Sets: 60-90 seconds
• Exercises
    • Band Bulgarian Split Squat
    • Band Push Up
    • Goblet Squat
    • Band Row
    • Superset
        • Band Bicep Curl
        • Band Tricep Extension
• Sit-Up
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https://youtu.be/5koHGtYyyFs
https://youtu.be/u1Rt9_zXlZA
https://youtu.be/EYdnygqGiHs
https://youtu.be/7U8JvXUgm6s
https://youtu.be/it93wUP3LaE
https://youtu.be/tODeAITXYEo
https://youtu.be/o7PP7GmMEU0


Full Body Band/Dumbbell Workout #2
• Intent: Feel the muscle work, pump blood into the muscles
• Tempo: Slow and controlled. 3 seconds on the way up, 3 seconds on the way down of each rep.
• Sets: 3-4
• Reps: 8-12
• Rest Between Sets: 60-90 seconds
• Exercises
    • Dumbbell Reverse Lunge
    • Band Overhead Press
    • Squat and Reverse Fly
    • Handcuff With Rotation
    • Superset
        • Band Bicep Curl
        • Band Tricep Extension
    • Superset
        • Band Trunk Rotation
        • Active Plank

Adjust the sets, reps, and intensity to emulate what you’ve been doing in the gym. It is 
important you get a good connection to your muscle as you feel them flex and squeeze 
during each rep. As mentioned, you can perform this workout based on what you’d be 
used to in the gym. If you usually train three times per week, do three or four home 
workouts per week.

to do item #3: stretch & work on mobility

Having extra time away from normal routines and commitments is an excellent time 
to practice and develop a new habit. It’s a great opportunity to do something that you 
normally wouldn’t.

Most people don’t spend enough time stretching and working on mobility during their 
normal routine, so now is the time to make it a habit before your days go back to normal.

Being more mobile will aid you in many aspects of your health. Increased mobility will help 
you prevent injury. It will help your daily tasks become far easier. It may alleviate chronic 
pain, and it can help improve your performance and overall results.

Being mobile is a fancy way of saying that someone has good control over their flexibility. 
Being flexible comes from lots and lots of stretching. Being more flexible can be a good 
thing, but if you don’t have control over those new found ranges of motion, you may find 
yourself injured. It’s important that you create strength and control as well.

In order to do that, a simple flex and squeeze of the muscles at the end of your stretches 
can help you establish a good connection as you become more limber. For example, while 
stretching your glute and hip in a 90/90 or pigeon position, you can press your front leg 
into the ground to develop a connection to your muscles in that bigger range of motion. 
Here is a video to help you visualize what I’m talking about.

Take the additional time you have to focus on what you normally wouldn’t focus on, that 
way it becomes a habit before you get back to the daily grind.
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https://youtu.be/GfoYidGT568
https://youtu.be/fzesAPThMjw
https://youtu.be/Ky9vEj9LOTg
https://youtu.be/X450s68WSqo
https://youtu.be/it93wUP3LaE
https://youtu.be/tODeAITXYEo
https://youtu.be/6LuWsUJH8cs
https://youtu.be/OCEea1di7rI
https://youtu.be/ilPkpe2sb-Q


key takeaways

1) Keep up with your daily steps. Shoot to meet your average daily steps, or increase them 
by 1k. Staying active will keep you from gaining extra body fat and feeling sluggish/lazy.

2) Continue to train with a set of bands at home. Focus on your muscle connection and 
build strength so you can go back to the gym picking up right where you left off.

3) Work on the things you normally wouldn’t, like stretching and mobility work. Alleviate 
chronic pain and become more limber so your everyday life may be more enjoyable.

Adam is a fitness professional, baseball 
fan, and cookie fanatic based in Fort 
Collins, Colorado. After hanging up the 
cleats, he found a strong interest in the 
human body and how it performs. Since 
then, Adam has been transforming 
lives through fitness in a fun and 
encouraging atmosphere. As an ACE 
CPT and Fitness Nutrition Specialist, 
he is constantly moved to help people 
improve in all walks of life.
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